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Disclaimer

The information contained in this presentation has been obtained from public sources which Phillip Securities Research Pte Ltd (“PSR”) has no reason to believe are

unreliable and any analysis, forecasts, projections, expectations and opinions (collectively the “Research”) contained in this presentation are based on such

information and are expressions of belief only. PSR has not verified this information and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made that such

information or Research is accurate, complete or verified or should be relied upon as such. Any such information or Research contained in this presentation is

subject to change, and PSR shall not have any responsibility to maintain the information or Research made available or to supply any corrections, updates or

releases in connection therewith. In no event will PSR be liable for any special, indirect, incidental or consequential damages which may be incurred from the use of

the information or Research made available, even if it has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

This presentation is intended for general circulation only and does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of

any particular person.

You should seek advice from a financial adviser regarding the suitability of the investment product, taking into account your specific investment objectives, financial

situation or particular needs, before making a commitment to invest in such products.
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Singapore Banking Sector – OVERWEIGHT (Maintained)

Singapore’s February domestic loan growth flat at 3.3% YoY
(Jan: +3.2% YoY)

• Dampened by mortgage growth of 1.2% YoY - which
contracted for the 10th consecutive month since peaking
in May 2018.

• Held up by Building and Construction loans growth of
12.7% YoY - as compared to a monthly average of 4.9%
YoY in 2018.

Singapore’s February domestic deposits grew 6.3% YoY, the
fastest in 2 years

• Fixed deposits registered the highest growth in 11
years at 18.9% YoY as compared to FY2018’s monthly
average growth of 1.6% YoY.

• CASA contracted 1.0% YoY.

• Proportion of fixed deposits and CASA as a
percentage of total deposits are 41% and 59%
respectively
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Singapore Banking Sector – OVERWEIGHT (Maintained)

1. March’s 3-month SIBOR at 1.944%, 0.8 bps below last
month’s 11 year-high of 1.953%

2. March’s 3-month SOR fell 8bps MoM to 1.933%.

 Despite the dovish tone set by the US Federal Reserve, we
expect the banks to deliver NIM improvements due to the
time lag for rate hikes to pass-through

 However, we do not expect interest rates to rise as fast as it
did in 2018.

 Margins could be threatened by costlier funding as interest
rates rise in the region.

In Hong Kong, 3-month HIBOR fell 57 bps YTD after peaking
in December 2018 at 2.327%.
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Singapore Banking Sector – OVERWEIGHT (Maintained)

Investment Actions

Maintain Singapore Banking Sector at overweight. 

• We expect further upside in NIM improvements from the full impact of loan repricing. 

• Low provisions and better cost management should also provide upsides to ROE improvements. 

• Attractive dividend yield support of c.5%. 

• All three banks’ robust CET-1 ratios should sustain current pay-out ratios.  

Key risks:

(i) lower pass-through of interest rates; 

(ii) margins threatened by costlier funding as interest rates rise in the region; 

(iii) market volatility to pressure Treasury Market revenues downwards; 

(iv) CIR ratio weakened by investment costs.
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Highlight: Ezion – Yinson Deal

Debt Conversion & Subscription shares:

• Relevant Debts equivalent to up to USD916.0 million will be capitalised and converted to EHL Shares 
at an Issue Price of SGD 0.055 (“Subscription Shares”).

Option agreement:

• The Options will give the right to YEPL to subscribe for one (1) new ordinary share in EHL at the Option 
Price. 

• Based on the total 3,360,495,867 Options to be granted to YEPL, the aggregate consideration for the 
full exercise of the Options amount to approximately SGD203.3 million.

No. of Shares (mn) Debt (US$mn)

Before 3,728 1,407

After 26,302 491
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Highlight: Ezion – Yinson Deal

Impact on Yinson:

• Upon completion of the subscription of new shares, Yinson's interest in Ezion will stand at some 85.9% 
of Ezion’s enlarged share capital that will increase nearly eight-fold;

• And, the shareholding could go up further to 87.5 per cent assuming full exercise of the options.

Debt servicing still in negotiation with lenders:

• Tentatively, Yinson’s cash outlay shall be in the region of USD200.0 million and some Ezion Shares 
that will give YEPL a shareholding of not less than 70% in EHL at the point of completion of the 
Proposed Debt Conversion and Subscription.

• Six secured lenders - DBS Bank, OCBC Bank, United Overseas Bank, MayBank, CIMB and Caterpillar 
Financial. DBS and OCBC are Ezion's largest bank lenders.

Debt taken over (US$mn): 916

Cash Ezion puts in (US$mn): 200 (Plus some EHL shares)

Haircut taken by lenders (cash only): 78%

DBS OCBC UOB

FY18A FY19E FY18A FY19E FY18A FY19E

Provisions (SGDmn) 710 862 390 459 393 425 
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Macro Last Week

 Retail Sales MoM fell 0.2% (Est: +0.3%). Headline sales were boosted by a price-related 1.0% MoM rise in gas station sales, 

but there was a big drag from a 4.4% MoM plunge in building materials sales 

 Modest rebound in the ISM manufacturing index to 55.3 (Est: 54.6%) in March, driven by the new orders and employment 

components, which increased to 57.4 and 57.5 respectively

 ISM Non-Manufacturing index dropped to a 20-month low of 56.1 (Est: 58), driven by sharp declines in the business activity 

index and new orders index. 

 Non Farm Payroll employment increased by 196K in March (Est: 180K) from 33K in February. Unemployment rate was 

unchanged at 3.8%.

Corporate

 Tesla (TSLA) reported that it delivered 63,000 units in Q1 2019, nearly a third fewer than the 90,700 achieved in Q4 2018. 

Tesla’s push to start Model 3 electric sedan deliveries to customers in China and Europe was not as smooth as expected. 

Despite the poor sales, Tesla reiterated its guidance of 360,000 to 400,000 vehicle deliveries in 2019.

Week(s) Ahead – Key Indicators to be released 

 Core inflation Rate – 9 Apr

 Fed Powell Speech - 11 Apr 

 Umich Consumer Sentiment Preliminary– 12 Apr 
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Upcoming Earnings Release
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Source: Bloomberg, PSR

Name
Earnings

Result Date
Expected EPS

Expected 

Revenue

Current Earnings

Result Date

Consensus Target Price

($USD)

Prior Period

Actual EPS

Prior Period

Expected EPS
Surprise Amount

Prior Period

Actual Revenue

Prior Period

Expected Revenue
Surprise Amount

PNC Financial Services Group I 12-Apr-19 2.62 4271 16-Jan-19 138.00 2.68 2.78 -3.9% 4368 4395 -0.6%

JPMorgan Chase & Co 12-Apr-19 2.35 28396 15-Jan-19 115.00 1.98 2.21 -10.2% 26804 26896 -0.3%

Wells Fargo & Co 12-Apr-19 1.13 20971 15-Jan-19 56.00 1.11 1.19 -6.5% 21031 21733 -3.2%

Charles Schwab Corp/The 15-Apr-19 0.66 2690 16-Jan-19 53.00 0.65 0.64 2.6% 2669 2637 1.2%

Citigroup Inc 15-Apr-19 1.83 18672 14-Jan-19 76.50 1.61 1.55 4.1% 17124 17509 -2.2%

Goldman Sachs Group Inc/The 15-Apr-19 5.54 9187 16-Jan-19 225.00 4.83 4.53 6.6% 8080 7535 7.2%

BlackRock Inc 16-Apr-19 5.94 3264 16-Jan-19 480.00 6.08 6.28 -3.2% 3434 3433 0.0%

Progressive Corp/The 16-Apr-19 1.70 9037 23-Jan-19 79.00 0.98 1.01 -3.6% 8035 8303 -3.2%

Johnson & Johnson 16-Apr-19 1.50 19617 22-Jan-19 147.00 1.97 1.95 1.0% 20394 20199 1.0%

Bank of America Corp 16-Apr-19 0.68 23371 16-Jan-19 33.00 0.71 0.63 12.1% 22788 22355 1.9%

UnitedHealth Group Inc 16-Apr-19 3.40 59693 15-Jan-19 307.00 3.28 3.21 2.2% 58417 58079 0.6%

Prologis Inc 16-Apr-19 0.26 777 22-Jan-19 72.00 0.94 0.52 81.1% 807 783 3.1%

Crown Castle International Cor 16-Apr-19 0.41 1389 23-Jan-19 121.00 0.48 0.44 9.6% 1419 1399 1.4%

International Business Machine 17-Apr-19 1.78 18532 22-Jan-19 140.00 4.87 4.82 1.1% 21760 21734 0.1%

Netflix Inc 17-Apr-19 0.59 4513 17-Jan-19 419.08 0.45 0.39 16.3% 4187 4206 -0.4%

Abbott Laboratories 17-Apr-19 0.29 7473 23-Jan-19 81.00 0.81 0.81 0.1% 7765 7819 -0.7%

Morgan Stanley 17-Apr-19 1.24 10159 17-Jan-19 52.00 0.73 0.89 -18.1% 8548 9354 -8.6%

US Bancorp 17-Apr-19 1.01 5590 16-Jan-19 55.00 1.10 1.06 4.0% 5829 5729 1.7%

Bank of New York Mellon Corp/T 17-Apr-19 0.96 4000 16-Jan-19 53.00 0.99 0.93 6.8% 4011 4017 -0.1%

Phillip Securities Research - Earnings Estimates
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Clearbridge Health Ltd
Rolling up profits centres in healthcare

Initiate coverage with a BUY and TP of S$0.28. 
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The report is produced by Phillip Securities Research under the ‘SGX StockFacts Research Programme’

(administered by SGX) and has received monetary compensation for the production of the report from the entity.
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Background

History

 Listed on the Catalist in December 2017 @ S$0.28 with two medical clinics + Sam Lab

 2018: Acquired aesthetics company + Philippines medical centre + Indonesia dialysis business +

Listed Biolidics

 2019: Completed acquisition of Lab chain in Indonesia
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Indonesia

1. Tirta Medika Jaya (55% stake)

 Description: Renal dialysis centre for 21 hospitals in Indonesia and each

hospital can accommodate 10-20 dialysis machines. Each machine can

accommodate 3-4 treatments per day.

 Revenue: Patients pay fixed fee. 2 revenue models: a) a 70:30 revenue

share with the hospital and TMJ purchases the consumable; b) Sell

consumables to the hospitals at a mark-up.

 Outlook: Has locked up contracts for 34 hospitals.

2. Indo Genesis Medika/IGM Labs (89.6% stake)

 Description: Twelve joint operation contracts to operate diagnostic

laboratories in public hospitals in Indonesia. As the lab resides inside the

hospital, it will enjoy captive patient pool from the hospital. Patients can be

fully reimbursed under the Indonesia BPJS national health scheme.

 Revenue: Revenue sharing with the hospital. Equipment suppliers will

provide the machines.

 Outlook:
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Philippines

Clearbridge Medical Philippines (65% stake)

 Description: four-storey multi-speciality clinic facility in Quezon City.

There are no inpatient beds. Renovated and introduced more services

into the hospital. Also set up three ClearSkin skincare and aesthetic

centres.

 Revenue: Revenue comes from drug sales, dental care, renal dialysis

and diagnostics.

 Outlook: Renovation and new services (pharmacy, health screening,

renal care, aesthetics) will contribute to growth.
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Singapore

1. Sam Laboratory (100% stake)

 Description: Diagnostic test such as health screening, cancer diagnosis

and biomarker diagnostics.

 Revenue: Revenue comes routine or esoteric test by the lab. Another

source of revenue to become a principal distributor for the esoteric test by

providers such as CELLSEARCH® Circulating Tumor Cell Test, etc

 Outlook: Introduce more high value add esoteric test.

2. Medic Surgery and Laser Clinic (85% stake)

 Description: 1 clinic in Tj Pagar. General medicine, surgical and aesthetics.

 Revenue: Revenue usually comes from aesthetic services sold through

packages.

3. Clearbridge Medical Group (100% stake)

 Description: Owns two medical clinics in Hong Kong and Singapore.

 Revenue: Revenue comes from drug sales and services.

 Outlook: Hong Kong growth from medical tourism
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Strategic Investments

Biolidics Ltd (24.8% stake, with Jan2020 call option for SEEDS Capital

10.67% stake)

 Description: ClearCell® FX1 System in 2013. The device can

separate live cancer cells from blood samples. Listed in Dec 2018.

Technology behind the separation is the use of Dean

FlowFractionation process. When blood flows through the CTChip®

FR1 biochip consumableinside this device, different sized cells can

be separated through fractionation via a Dean vortex.

 Revenue: Revenue in FY18 was S$1.2mn. The key revenue

generator is now the device but the consumables used (i.e. the

biochip).

 Outlook: 3 major drivers to growth. 1) Biolidics can tap on Sysmex’s

distribution network to sell the FX1 system; as part of a complete

oncology test kit for clinical labs globally; 2) Sell the lab test and

generate clinical revenue. Eventual aim is to receive Class 3

certification by CFDA.
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Investment Thesis

• Penetrating high-growth healthcare markets in Indonesia and the 
Philippines. Both countries rank among the lowest in Asia in number 
of hospital beds and health professionals per capita. Healthcare 
spending in both countries has been growing at around 9 - 10% p.a.

• Creating a recurrent revenue stream in healthcare. Renal dialysis is 
a lifetime treatment and lab business for IGM is captive from public 
hospital.

• Targeting and revitalising profitable segments. Acquires asset-light, 
fast-growing healthcare segments. After the acquisition, CBH grows the 
businesses through expansion in capacity, network and capabilities.

Initiate coverage with a BUY and TP of S$0.28. Initiate with a BUY 
recommendation and target price of S$0.28. We used DCF valuation to 
capture the full benefit of CBH impressive growth over the next five years.
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Macro – Indonesia / Philippines
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Macro - Singapore
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Week 15 – Short-term Views 
Macro Last Week

 SG macro: after six consecutive months of decline, new orders PMI recovered

 US macro: labour data was mixed with payroll healthy but wage growth softer; back to a Goldilocks

scenario

 China macro: expect more positive macro tempered by some seasonality

 Corporate/Sector Last Week

• IR Spending: positive for construction sector; 2020 to 2025 S$9bn;

Tactical

 Rally extending from positive data: progress made in U.S. - China trade talks and a deal in next 4 
weeks; monetary and fiscal stimulus from U.S./China will provide the uplift for global economies; yield 
curve no longer inverted

Week(s) Ahead

 10Apr: ECB meeting/Fed minutes; 12Apr: Singapore 1Q19 GDP; 17Apr: Indonesia ; early-May: 
trade deal resolved (possible); 18May: s.232 auto tariff response; 
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Ask questions!

Have an opinion or questions on our reports? 

Post them in the comment section of the report!
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